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Molecular-orbital-based machine learning (MOB-ML) provides a general framework for the prediction of accurate cor-
relation energies at the cost of obtaining molecular orbitals. The application of Nesbet’s theorem makes it possible
to recast a typical extrapolation task, training on correlation energies for small molecules and predicting correlation
energies for large molecules, into an interpolation task based on the properties of orbital pairs. We demonstrate the im-
portance of preserving physical constraints, including invariance conditions and size consistency, when generating the
input for the machine learning model. Numerical improvements are demonstrated for different data sets covering total
and relative energies for thermally accessible organic and transition-metal containing molecules, non-covalent interac-
tions, and transition-state energies. MOB-ML requires training data from only 1% of the QM7b-T data set (i.e., only
70 organic molecules with seven and fewer heavy atoms) to predict the total energy of the remaining 99% of this data
set with sub-kcal/mol accuracy. This MOB-ML model is significantly more accurate than other methods when trans-
ferred to a data set comprised of thirteen heavy atom molecules, exhibiting no loss of accuracy on a size intensive (i.e.,
per-electron) basis. It is shown that MOB-ML also works well for extrapolating to transition-state structures, predict-
ing the barrier region for malonaldehyde intramolecular proton-transfer to within 0.35 kcal/mol when only trained on
reactant/product-like structures. Finally, the use of the Gaussian process variance enables an active learning strategy for
extending MOB-ML model to new regions of chemical space with minimal effort. We demonstrate this active learn-
ing strategy by extending a QM7b-T model to describe non-covalent interactions in the protein backbone-backbone
interaction data set to an accuracy of 0.28 kcal/mol.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of accurate potential energies of molecules
and materials at affordable cost is at the heart of computational
chemistry. While state-of-the-art ab initio electronic structure
theories can yield highly accurate results, they are computa-
tionally too expensive for routine applications. Density func-
tional theory (DFT) is computationally cheaper and has thus
enjoyed widespread applicability. However, DFT is hindered
by a lack of systematic improvability and from an uncertain
quality for many applications.
In recent years, a variety of machine learning ap-
proaches has emerged which promise to mitigate the cost of
highly accurate electronic structure methods while preserv-
ing accuracy.1–30 While these machine learning methods share
similar goals, they differ in the representation of the molecules
and in the machine learning methodology itself. Here, we
will focus on the molecular-orbital-based machine learning
(MOB-ML) approach.15,18,19 The defining feature of MOB-
ML is its framing of learning highly accurate correlation en-
ergies as learning a sum of orbital pair correlation energies.
These orbital pair correlation energies can be individually re-
gressed with respect to a feature vector representing the in-
teraction of the molecular orbital pairs. Without approxima-
tion, it can be shown that such pair correlation energies add
up to the correct total correlation energy for single-reference
wave function methods. Phrasing the learning problem in this
a)Electronic mail: tfm@caltech.edu
manner has the advantage that a given pair correlation energy,
and, hence, a given feature vector, is independent of molecular
size (after a certain size threshold has been reached) because
of the inherent spatial locality of dynamic electron correla-
tion. Consequently, operating in such an orbital pair inter-
action framework converts the general extrapolation task of
training on small molecules and predicting on large molecule
into an interpolation task of training on orbital pairs in a small
molecule and predicting on the same orbital pairs in a large
molecule.
In this work, we address challenges introduced by operating
in a vectorized molecular orbital pair interaction framework
(Section II). We show how changes to the feature design af-
fect the performance and transferability of MOB-ML models
within the same molecular family (Section IV A) and across
molecular families (Sections IV B-IV C). We probe these ef-
fects on relative- and total-energy predictions for organic and
transition-metal containing molecules, and we investigate the
applicability of MOB-ML to transition-state structures and
non-covalent interactions.
II. THEORY
MOB-ML predicts correlation energies based on informa-
tion from the molecular orbitals.15,18,19 The correlation energy
Ecorr in the current study is defined as the difference between
the true total electronic energy and the Hartree–Fock (HF) en-
ergy for a given basis set. Without approximation, the cor-
relation energy is expressed as a sum over correlation energy
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contributions from pairs of occupied orbitals i and j,31
Ecorr = ∑
i j
εi j. (1)
Electronic structure theories offer different ways of approx-
imating these pair correlation energies. For example, the
second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) cor-
relation energy is32
ε
MP2
i j = ∑
ab
〈ia|| jb〉2
Faa +Fbb−Fii−Fj j
, (2)
where a,b denote virtual orbitals, F the Fock matrix in the
molecular orbital basis, and 〈ia|| jb〉 the anti-symmetrized ex-
change integral. We denote a general repulsion integral over
the spatial coordinates x1,x2 of molecular orbitals p,q,m,n
following the chemist’s notation as
[κ pq]mn = 〈pq|mn〉
=
∫
dx1dx2 p(x1)∗q(x1)
1
|x1−x2|
m(x2)∗n(x2).
(3)
The evaluation of correlation energies with post-HF methods
like MP2 or coupled-cluster theory (including CCSD(T)) in-
volves computations that exceed the cost of HF theory by or-
ders of magnitude. By contrast, MOB-ML predicts the corre-
lation energy at negligible cost by machine-learning the map
εi j ≈ εML(fi j), (4)
where fi j denotes the feature vector into which information on
the molecular orbitals is compiled.
Following our previous work,18 we define a canonical or-
der of the orbitals i and j by rotating them into gerade and
ungerade combinations (see Eq. (7) in Ref. 18), creating
the rotated orbitals ĩ and j̃. The feature vector fi j assem-
bles information on the molecular orbital interactions: (i)
Orbital energies of the valence-occupied and valence-virtual
orbitals Fpp, (ii) mean-field interaction energy of valence-
occupied and valence-occupied orbitals and of valence-virtual
and valence-virtual orbitals Fpq, (iii) Coulomb interaction of
valence-occupied and valence-occupied orbitals, of valence-
occupied and valence-virtual orbitals, and valence-virtual and
valence-virtual orbitals [κ pp]qq, and (iv) exchange interac-
tion of valence-occupied and valence-occupied orbitals, of
valence-occupied and valence-virtual orbitals, and valence-
virtual and valence-virtual orbitals [κ pq]pq. We note that all of
these pieces of information enter either the MP2 or the MP3
correlation energy expressions, which helps to motivate their
value within our machine learning framework. We remove
repetitive information from the feature vector and separate the
learning problem into the cases where (i) i 6= j where we em-
ploy the feature vector as defined in Eq. (5) and (ii) i= j where
we employ the feature vector as defined in Eq. (6),
fi j ={{Fĩĩ,Fĩ j̃,Fj̃ j̃},{Fĩk},{Fj̃k},{Fab},
{[κ ĩĩ]ĩĩ, [κ ĩĩ] j̃ j̃, [κ j̃ j̃] j̃ j̃},{[κ ĩĩ]kk},{[κ j̃ j̃]kk},{[κ ĩĩ]aa},{[κ j̃ j̃]aa},{[κaa]bb},
{[κ ĩ j̃]ĩ j̃},{[κ ĩk]ĩk},{[κ j̃k] j̃k},{[κ ĩa]ĩa},{[κ j̃a] j̃a},{[κab]ab}},
(5)
fi ={Fii,{Fik},{Fab}, [κ ii]ii,{[κ ii]kk},{[κ ii]aa},{[κaa]bb},{[κ ik]ik},{[κ ia]ia},{[κab]ab}}. (6)
Here, the index k denotes an occupied orbital other than i and
j. For blocks in the feature vector that include more than one
element, we specify a canonical order of the feature vector el-
ements. In our previous work,18 this order was given by the
sum of the Euclidean distances between the centroids of or-
bital ĩ and p and between the centroids of orbital j̃ and p. In
the current work, we introduce a different strategy to sort the
feature vector elements (Section II A), we modify the protocol
with which we obtain the feature vector elements associated
with ĩ, j̃ (Section II B), and we revise our feature vector ele-
ments to ensure size consistency (Section II C). We provide a
conceptual description of the changes to the feature set below
and we give the full definition of the feature vector elements
and the criteria according to which the feature elements are
ordered in Tables S3–S6 in the Supporting information.
A. Defining importance of feature vector elements
Careful ordering of the elements of the feature vector
blocks in necessary in the current work because Gaussian
process regression (GPR) is sensitive to permutation of the
feature vector elements. Furthermore, the application of a
Gaussian process requires that the feature vectors be of fixed
length.33
Given the near-sighted nature of dynamical electron corre-
lation, it is expected that only a limited number of orbital-
pair interactions are important to predict the pair correla-
tion energy with MOB-ML. To construct the fixed-length fea-
ture vector, a cutoff criterion must be introduced.15 For some
feature vector elements, a robust definition of importance is
straight-forward. The spatial distance between the orbital
centroids i and a is, for example, a reliable proxy for the
importance of the feature vector elements {[κ ii]aa} of the
feature vector fi. However, the definition of importance is
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less straightforward for feature vector elements that involve
more than two indices. The most prominent example is the
{[κab]ab} feature vector block of fi j, which contains the ex-
change integrals between the valence-virtual orbitals a and b
and which should be sorted with respect to the importance of
these integrals for the prediction of the pair correlation energy
εi j. It is non-trivial to define a spatial metric which defines the
importance of the feature vector elements {[κab]ab} to pre-
dict the pair correlation energy εi j; instead, we employ the the
MP3 approximation for the pair correlation energy,
ε
MP3
i j =
1
8 ∑abcd
(
tabi j
)∗
〈ab||cd〉 tcdi j +
1
8 ∑klab
(
tabi j
)∗
〈kl||i j〉 tabkl
− ∑
kabc
(
tabi j
)∗
〈kb||ic〉 tack j ,
(7)
where tabi j denotes the T-amplitude. Although we operate in
a local molecular orbital basis, the canonical formulae are
used to define the importance criterion; if we consider orbital
localization as a perturbation (as in Kapuy–Møller–Plesset
theory34), the canonical expression is the leading order term.
The term we seek to attach an importance to, {[κab]ab}, ap-
pears in the first term of Eq. (7) and all integrals necessary
to compute this term are readily available as (a combination
of) other feature elements, i.e., we do not incur any additional
significant computational cost to obtain the importance of the
feature vector elements.
The way in which we determine the importance of the
{[κab]ab} elements here is an example of a more general strat-
egy that we employ, in which the importance is assigned ac-
cording to the lowest-order perturbation theory in which the
features first appear in. Similar considerations have to be
made for each feature vector block, all of which are specified
in detail in Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information.
B. Orbital-index permutation invariance
The Fock, Coulomb, and exchange matrix elements that
comprise MOB features are naturally invariant to rotation and
translation of the molecule. However, some care is needed
to ensure that these invariances are not lost in the construc-
tion of symmetrized MOB features. In particular, rotating the
valence-occupied orbitals into gerade and ungerade combina-
tions leads to an orbital-index permutation variance for ener-
getically degenerate orbitals i, j because the sign of the feature
vector elements M j̃ p,
M j̃ p =
1√
2
Mip−
1√
2
M jp, (8)
depends on the arbitrary assignment of the indices i and j. To
rectify this issue, we include the absolute value of the generic
feature vector element M in the feature vector instead of the
signed value,
M j̃ p =
∣∣∣∣ 1√2Mip− 1√2M jp
∣∣∣∣ , (9)
where M j̃ p may be Fj̃ p, [κ
j̃ j̃]pp, or [κ j̃ p] j̃ p. The correspond-
ing equation,
M j̃ p =
1√
2
Mip +
1√
2
M jp, (10)
is already orbital-index permutation invariant because we
chose Mpq (p 6= q) to be positive.18
C. Size consistency
Size consistency is the formal property by which the en-
ergy of two isolated molecules equals the sum of their dimer
upon infinite separation.35,36 In the context of MOB-ML, sat-
isfaction of this property requires that the contributions from
the diagonal feature vectors are not affected by distant, non-
interacting molecules and that
ε
ML(fi j) = 0 for ri j = ∞ (11)
for contributions from the off-diagonal feature vectors. To en-
sure that MOB-ML exhibits size-consistency without the need
for explicit training on the dimeric species, the following mod-
ifications to the feature vectors are made.
a. Diagonal feature vector. The feature vector as de-
fined in Eq. (6) contains three blocks whose elements are
independent of orbital i, {Fab}, {[κaa]bb}, and {[κab]ab}.
The magnitude of these feature vector elements does not de-
cay with an increasing distance between orbital i localized
on molecule I and an orbital (for example, a) localized on
molecule J. To address this issue, we multiply these fea-
ture vector elements by their estimated importance (see Sec-
tion II A) so that they decay smoothly to zero. The other fea-
ture vector elements decay to zero when the involved orbitals
are non-interacting albeit at different rates; we take the cube
of feature vector elements of the type {[κ pp]qq} to achieve a
similar decay rate for all feature vector elements in the short-
to medium-range which facilitates machine learning.
b. Off-diagonal feature vector. We modify the off-
diagonal feature vector such that fi j = 0 for ri j = ∞ by first
applying the newly introduced changes for fi also for fi j.
Further action is needed for the off-diagonal case because
many feature vector elements do not decay to zero when the
distance between i and j is large due to rotation of the or-
bitals into a gerade and an ungerade combination, e.g., Fĩk =∣∣∣ 1√2 Fik + 1√2 Fjk∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ 1√2 Fik∣∣∣ for ri j = ∞,r jk = ∞. As a remedy,
we apply a damping function of the form 1
1+ 16 (ri j/r0)
6 to each
feature vector element. The form of this damping function
is inspired by the semi-classical limit of the MP2 expression
as it is also used for semi-classical dispersion corrections.37
The damping radius, r0, needs to be sufficiently large as to
not interfere with machine learning at small ri j. If a damping
radius close to zero would be chosen, all off-diagonal feature
vectors would be zero which nullifies the information content;
however, the damping radius r0 also should not be too large as
size-consistency has to be fully learned until the off-diagonal
feature vector is fully damped to zero. Therefore, we employ
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a damping radius in the intermediate-distance regime and we
empirically found r0 = 5.0 Bohr to work well.
Lastly, we enforce that εML(0) = 0. The MOB features are
engineered to respect this limit and would, for example, in a
linear regression with a zero intercept trivially predict a zero-
valued pair correlation energy without any additional train-
ing. However, the Gaussian process regression we apply in
this work does not trivially yield a zero-valued pair correla-
tion energy for a zero-valued feature vector. In the case that a
training set does not include examples of zero-valued feature
vectors, we need to include zero-valued feature vectors and
zero-valued pair correlation energies in training to ensure that
εML(0) = 0. For no model trained in the current study were
more than 5% zero-valued feature vectors included.
The resulting MOB-ML model leads to size consistent en-
ergy predictions to the degree to which the underlying MO
generation is. It is not required that the dimer is explicitly part
of training the MOB-ML model to obtain this result. The de-
tailed definition of each feature vector block is summarized
in Tables S5 and S6. We apply the feature set defined in Ta-
bles S5 and S6 consistently in this work.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We present results for five different data sets: (i) a series of
alkane molecules, (ii) the potential energy surface of the mal-
onaldehyde molecule, (iii) a thermalized version of the QM7b
and the GDB13 data set (i.e., QM7b-T and GDB13-T),38 (iv) a
set of backbone-backbone interactions (BBI),39 and (v) a ther-
malized version of a subset of mononuclear, octahedral transi-
tion metal complexes put forward by Kulik and co-workers.40
We refer to the Supporting Information Section II for a de-
scription how the structures were obtained or generated. All
generated structures are available in Ref. 41.
The features for all structures were generated with the EN-
TOS QCORE42 package. The feature generation is based on
a HF calculation applying a cc-pVTZ43 basis for the ele-
ments H, C, N, O, S, and Cl. We apply a def2-TZVP basis
set44 for all transition metals. The HF calculations were ac-
celerated with density fitting for which we applied the cor-
responding cc-pVTZ-JKFIT45 and def2-TZVP-JKFIT46 den-
sity fitting bases. Subsequently, we localized the valence-
occupied and the valence-virtual molecular orbitals with the
Boys–Foster localization scheme47,48 or with the intrinsic
bond orbital (IBO) localization scheme.49 We implemented
a scheme to localize the valence-virtual orbitals with respect
to the Boys–Foster function (for details on this implementa-
tion, see Section II in the Supplementary Information). We
applied the Boys–Foster localization scheme for the data sets
(i), (iii), (iv), and (v) for valence-occupied and valence-virtual
molecular orbitals. IBO localization for valence-occupied and
valence-virtual molecular orbitals led to better results for data
set (ii).
The resulting orbitals are imported into the Molpro
2018.050,51 package via the matrop functionality to generate
the non-canonical MP252 or CCSD(T)53–55 pair correlation
energies with the same orbitals we applied for the feature gen-
eration. These calculations are accelerated with the resolution
of the identity approximation. The frozen-core approximation
is invoked for all correlated calculations.
We follow the machine learning protocol outlined in pre-
vious work18 to train the MOB-ML models. In a first step,
we perform MOB feature selection by evaluating the mean
decrease of accuracy in a random forest regression in the
SCIKIT-LEARN v0.22.0 package.56 We then regress the di-
agonal and off-diagonal pair correlation energies separately
with respect to the selected features in the GPY 1.9.6 soft-
ware package.57 We employ the Matérn 5/2 kernel with
white noise regularization.33 We minimize the negative log
marginal likelihood objective with respect to the kernel hyper-
parameters with a scaled conjugate gradient scheme for 100
steps and then apply the BFGS algorithm until full conver-
gence. As indicted in the results, both random-sampling and
active-learning strategies were employed for the selection of
molecules in the training data sets. In the active-learning strat-
egy, we use a previously trained MOB-ML model to evaluate
the Gaussian process variance for each molecule, and then in-
clude the points with the highest variance in the training data
set, as outlined in Ref. 58. To estimate the Gaussian process
variance for each molecule, it was assumed the variances per
molecular orbital pair are mutually independent.
IV. RESULTS
A. Transferability within a molecular family
We first examine the effect of the feature vector generation
strategy on the transferability of MOB-ML models within a
molecular family. To this end, we revisit our alkane data set18
which contains 1000 ethane and 1000 propane geometries as
well as 100 butane and 100 isobutane geometries. We per-
form the transferability test outlined in Ref. 18, i.e., training
a MOB-ML model on correlation energies for 50 randomly
chosen ethane geometries and 20 randomly chosen propane
geometries to predict the correlation energies for the 100 bu-
tane and 100 isobutane geometries (see Figure 1). This trans-
ferability test was repeated with 10000 different training data
sets (each consisting of data for 50 ethane molecules and 20
propane molecules) to assess the training set dependence of
the MOB-ML models. As suggested in Ref. 25, we consider
various performance metrics to assess the prediction accuracy
of the MOB-ML models: (i) the mean error (ME, Eq. (S3)),
(ii) the mean absolute error (MAE, Eq. (S4)), (iii) the maxi-
mum absolute error (MaxAE, Eq. (S5)), and (iv) the mean ab-
solute relative error (MARE, Eq (S6)) which applies a global
shift setting the mean error to zero. We report the minimum,
peak, and maximum encountered MAREs in Table I alongside
literature values obtained in our previous work,18 by Dick et
al.,27 and by Chen et al.25 The MEs, MAEs, and MaxAEs are
reported in Figure S1.
In general, MOB-ML as well as NeuralXC27 and DeepHF25
produce MAREs well below chemical accuracy for correla-
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FIG. 1. Errors in the predicted correlation energies with respect to
the CCSD(T) reference values for butane and isobutane. The bar at-
tached to each prediction error indicates the associated Gaussian pro-
cess variance. The MOB-ML model used for these predictions was
trained on 50 ethane and 20 propane molecules. The gray shaded
area corresponds to the region where the error is smaller than chem-
ical accuracy (1 kcal/mol).
Method Feature set MARE
Butane Isobutane
min peak max min peak max
NeuralXC27 — 0.15 0.14
DeepHF25 — 0.06 0.11 0.43 0.07 0.13 0.53
MOB-ML Ref. 18 0.20 0.21
this work 0.06 0.11 0.19 0.06 0.10 0.19
TABLE I. Comparison of the minimum, peak, and maximum mean
absolute error after global shift (MARE) in kcal/mol for the predic-
tion of CCSD(T) correlation energies for butane and isobutane ob-
tained with different methods.
tion energies of butane and isobutane when trained on corre-
lation energies of ethane and propane. Updating the feature
vector generation strategy for MOB-ML results in the best
peak MAREs for butane as well as for isobutane which are
0.11 kcal/mol and 0.10 kcal/mol, respectively. As in our pre-
vious work,18 we note that the total correlation energy predic-
tions may be shifted with respect to the reference data so that
the MEs for MOB-ML range from−0.92 to 2.70 kcal/mol for
butane and from −0.18 to 1.02 kcal/mol for isobutane (see
also Figure S1). This shift is strongly training-set dependent,
which was also observed for results obtained with DeepHF.25
The results highlight that this is an extrapolative transfer-
ability test. A considerable advantage of applying GPR in
practice is that each prediction is accompanied by a Gaus-
sian process variance which, in this case, indicates that we
are in an extrapolative regime (see Figure 1). Extrapolations
might be associated with quality degradation which we see,
most prominently, for the mean error in butane. By contrast,
other machine learning approaches like neural networks are
less clear in terms of whether the predictions are in an in-
terpolative or extrapolative regime.59 By including the butane
molecule with the largest variance in the training set (which
then consists of 50 ethane, 20 propane, and 1 butane geome-
tries) we reduce the ME from 0.78 to 0.25, MAE from 0.78
to 0.26, MaxAE from 1.11 to 0.51, and the MARE from 0.11
to 0.09 kcal/mol for butane (see Figure S2). These results di-
rectly illustrate that MOB-ML can be systematically improved
by including training data that is more similar to the test data;
the improved confidence of the prediction is then also directly
reflected in the associated Gaussian process variances.
As a second example, we examine the transferability of a
MOB-ML model trained within a basin of a potential energy
surface to the transition-state region of the same potential en-
ergy surface. We chose malonaldehyde for this case study as it
has also been explored in previous machine learning studies.6
We train a MOB-ML model on 50 thermalized malonaldehyde
structures which all have the property that d(O1–H) + d(O2–
H) > 0.4 Å (where d denotes the distance between the two
nuclei) which ensures that we are sampling from the basins.
We then apply this trained model to predict the correlation
energies for a potential energy surface mapping out the hy-
drogen transfer between the two oxygen atoms (see Figure 2).
MOB-ML produces an accurate potential energy surface for
the hydrogen transfer in malonaldehyde only from informa-
tion on the basins (compare left and middle left panel of Fig-
ure 2). The highest encountered errors on the minimum poten-
tial energy path are smaller than 1.0 kcal/mol. Unsurprisingly,
the predicted minimum energy structure (d(O1–H) = 1.00 Å,
d(O2–H) = 1.63 Å) is very similar to the reference minimum
energy structure (d(O1–H) = 1.00 Å, d(O2–H) = 1.64 Å).
Strikingly, the predicted energy of 2.65 kcal/mol at the saddle
point at d(O1–H) = d(O2–H) = 1.22 Å differs from the ref-
erence energy by only 0.35 kcal/mol, although the MOB-ML
model was not trained on any transition-state like structures.
The highest errors are encountered in the high-energy regime
and this region is also associated with the highest Gaussian
process variance indicating low confidence in the predictions
(compare middle right and right panel of Figure 2). The Gaus-
sian process variance reflects the range of structures the MOB-
ML model has been trained in and highlights again that we did
not include transition-state-like structures in the training.
B. Transferability across organic chemistry space
The Chemical Space Project60 computationally enumer-
ated all possible organic molecules up to a certain number
of atoms, resulting in the GDB databases.61 In this work, we
examine thermalized subsets18 of the GDB13 data set61 to in-
vestigate the transferability of MOB-ML models across or-
ganic chemistry space. The application of thermalized sets
of molecules has the advantage that we can study the trans-
ferability of our models for chemical and conformational de-
grees of freedom at the same time. To test the transferability
of MOB-ML across chemical space, we train our models on
a thermalized set of seven and fewer heavy-atom molecules
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FIG. 2. Relative energies obtained with MP2/cc-pVTZ (left panel), relative energies predicted with MOB-ML (middle left panel), the
difference between the MOB-ML prediction and the reference data (middle right panel), and the Gaussian process variance (right panel) for
the proton transfer in malonaldehyde as a function of the distance of the proton from the two oxygen atoms.
(also known as QM7b-T18) and then we test the prediction
accuracy on a QM7b-T test set and on a thermalized set of
molecules with thirteen heavy atoms (GDB13-T;18 see also
Section V in the Supporting Information), as also outlined in
our previous work.18,19
We first investigate the effect of changing the feature vec-
tor generation protocol on the QM7b-T→QM7b-T prediction
task (see Figure 3). In Ref. 18, we found that training on about
FIG. 3. Comparison of the prediction mean absolute errors of to-
tal correlation energies for QM7b-T test molecules as a function of
the number of QM7b-T molecules chosen for training for different
machine learning models: MOB-ML as outlined in Ref. 18 (orange
circles), MOB-ML as outlined in this work with random sampling
(green circles), and MOB-ML as outlined in this work with active
sampling. The green shaded area corresponds to the 90% confidence
interval for the predictions obtained from 50 random samples of the
training data.
180 structures is necessary to achieve a model with an MAE
below 1 kcal/mol. The FHCL method yields an MAE below
1 kcal/mol when training on about 800 structures26 and the
DeepHF method already exhibits an MAE below 1 kcal/mol
when training on their smallest chosen training set which con-
sists of 300 structures (MAE=0.79 kcal/mol).25 The refine-
ments in the current work reduce the number of required train-
ing structures to reach chemical accuracy to about 100 struc-
tures when sampling randomly. This number is, however,
strongly training set dependent. We can remove the training-
set dependence by switching to an active learning strategy
where we can achieve an MAE below 1 kcal/mol reliably with
about 70 structures. In general, the MAE obtained with the ac-
tive learning strategy is comparable to the smallest MAEs ob-
tained with random sampling strategies. This has the advan-
tage that a small number of reference data can be generated in
a targeted manner.
In general, our aim is to obtain a machine learning model
which reliably predicts broad swathes of chemical space. For
an ML model to be of practical use, it has to be able to
describe out-of-set molecules of different sizes to a simi-
lar accuracy when accuracy is measured size-intensively.36
We probe the ability of MOB-ML to describe out-of-set
molecules with a different number of electron pairs by ap-
plying a model trained on correlation energies for QM7b-T
molecules to predict correlation energies for GDB13-T. We
collect the best results published for this transfer test in the
literature in Figure 4. Our previous best single GPR model
achieved an MAE of 2.27 kcal/mol when trained on 220
randomly chosen structures.18 The modifications in the cur-
rent work now yield a single GPR model which achieves an
MAE of 1.47–1.62 kcal/mol for GDB13-T when trained on
220 randomly chosen QM7b-T structures. Strikingly, MOB-
ML outperforms machine learning models trained on thou-
sands of molecules like our RCR/GPR model and FHCL18.26
The current MOB-ML results are of an accuracy that is sim-
ilar to the best reported results from DeepHF (an MAE of
1.49 kcal/mol);25 however, MOB-ML only needs to be trained
on about 3% of the molecules in the QM7b data set while
DeepHF is trained on 42% to obtain comparable results (MAE
of 1.52 kcal/mol for 3000 training structures). The best re-
ported result for DeepHF (MAE of 1.49 kcal/mol) was ob-
tained by training on 97% of the molecules of the QM7b data
set. We attribute the excellent transferability of MOB-ML to
the fact that it focuses on the prediction of orbital-pair contri-
butions, thereby reframing an extrapolation problem into an
interpolation problem when training machine learning mod-
els on small molecules and testing them on large molecules.
The pair correlation energies predicted for QM7b-T and for
GDB13-T span a very similar range (0 to −20 kcal/mol), and
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the prediction mean absolute errors of
total correlation energies for GDB13-T molecules as a function of
the number of QM7b-T molecules chosen for model training for
different machine learning models: MOB-ML as outlined in this
work with random sampling (green circles), MOB-ML with a sin-
gle GPR18 (orange circles), MOB-ML with RCR/GPR19 (brown cir-
cles), DeepHF25 (red squares), FHCL1826 (purple squares). The
green shaded area corresponds to the 90% confidence interval for the
predictions obtained from 50 random samples of the training data.
they are predicted with a similar Gaussian process variance
(see Figure S5) which we would expect in an interpolation
task. The final errors for GDB13-T are larger than for QM7b-
T, because the total correlation energy is size-extensive; how-
ever, the size-intensive error per electron pair spans a compa-
rable range for QM7b-T and for GDB13-T (see Figure S4).
This presents a significant advantage of MOB-ML over ma-
chine learning models which rely on a whole-molecule rep-
resentation and creates the opportunity to study molecules of
a size that are beyond the reach of accurate correlated wave
function methods.
Most studies in computational chemistry require accurate
relative energies rather than accurate total energies. There-
fore, we also assess the errors in the relative energies for the
sets of conformers for each molecule in the QM7b-T and in
the GDB13-T data sets obtained with MOB-ML with respect
to the reference energies (see Figure 5). We emphasize that
MOB-ML is not explicitly trained to predict conformer ener-
gies, and we include at most one conformer for each molecule
in the training set. Nevertheless, MOB-ML produces on
average chemically accurate relative conformer energies for
QM7b-T when trained on correlation energies for only 30 ran-
domly chosen molecules (or 0.4% of the molecules) in the
QM7b set. We obtain chemically accurate relative energies
for the GDB13-T data set when training on about 100 QM7b-
T molecules. The prediction accuracy improves steadily when
training on more QM7b-T molecules reaching a mean MAE
of 0.43 kcal/mol for the relative energies of the rest of the
QM7b-T set and of 0.77 kcal/mol for the GDB13-T set.
We now present the first reported test of MOB-ML for
non-covalent interactions in large molecules. To this end, we
FIG. 5. Prediction mean absolute errors for relative correlation en-
ergies as a function of the number of QM7b-T molecules chosen for
model training for QM7b-T (blue circles) and for GDB13-T (orange
crosses). The blue and orange shaded areas correspond to the 90%
confidence interval for the predictions obtained from 50 random sam-
ples of the training data. The gray shaded area corresponds to the re-
gion where the error is smaller than chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol).
examine the backbone-backbone interaction (BBI) data set39
which was designed to benchmark methods for the predic-
tion of interaction energies encountered within protein frag-
ments. Using the implementation of MOB-ML described
here and using only 20 randomly selected QM7b-T molecules
for training, the method achieves a mean absolute error of
0.98 kcal/mol for the BBI data set (see Figure 6). However,
these predictions are uncertain as indicated by the large Gaus-
sian process variances associated with these data points which
strongly suggested that we are now, as expected, in an extrap-
olative regime. We further improve the predictive capability
of MOB-ML by augmenting the MOB-ML model with data
from the BBI set. Specifically, we can draw on an active
learning strategy and consecutively include data points until
all uncertainties are below 1 kcal/mol which in this case cor-
responds to only two data points. This reduces the MAE to
0.28 kcal/mol for the remaining 98 data points in the BBI set.
Including more reference data points would further improve
the performance for this specific data set. However, this is
not the focus of this work. Instead, we simply emphasize that
MOB-ML is a clearly extensible strategy to accurately predict
energies for large molecules and non-covalent intermolecular
interactions while providing a useful estimation of confidence.
C. Transition-metal complexes
We finally present the first application of MOB-ML to
transition-metal complexes. To this end, we train a MOB-
ML model on a thermalized subset of mononuclear, octahe-
dral transition-metal complexes introduced by Kulik and co-
workers40 which we denote as TM-T. The chosen closed-shell
transition-metal complexes feature different transition metals
(Fe, Co, Ni) and ligands. The ligands span the spectrochem-
ical series from weak-field (e.g., thiocyanate) over to strong-
field (e.g., carbonyl) ligands. We see in Figure 7 that the learn-
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FIG. 6. Top panel: Errors in predictions were made with a MOB-
ML model trained on 20 randomly selected QM7b-T molecules with
FS 3 with respect to reference MP2/cc-pVTZ interaction energies
for the BBI data set. Bottom panel: Errors in predictions were made
with a MOB-ML model trained on 20 randomly selected QM7b-T
molecules and augmented with the 2 BBI data points with the largest
variance (orange circles) with respect to reference MP2/cc-pVTZ in-
teraction energies. The bar attached to each prediction error indicates
the associated Gaussian process variance. The gray shaded area cor-
responds to the region where the error is smaller than chemical accu-
racy (1 kcal/mol).
ing behaviour between TM-T and QM7b-T is similar when
the error is measured per valence-occupied orbital. These re-
sults demonstrate that MOB-ML formalism can be straightfor-
wardly applied outside of the organic chemistry universe with-
out additional modifications. It is particularly notable that the
learning efficiency for TM-T is comparable to that for QM7b-
T, as seen in the relatively simple organic molecules in QM7b-
T (Fig. 7). We note that whereas MP2 theory is not expected
to be fully quantitative for transition metal complexes,62,63 it
provides a demonstration of the learning efficiency of MOB-
ML for transition-metal complexes in the current example;
and as previously demonstrated, MOB-ML learns other cor-
related wave function methods with similar efficiency.15,18
V. CONCLUSIONS
Molecular-orbital-based machine learning (MOB-ML) pro-
vides a general framework to learn correlation energies at the
cost of molecular orbital generation. In this work, we demon-
strate that preservation of physical symmetries and constraints
FIG. 7. Learning curve for the prediction of MP2 correlation en-
ergies per valence-occupied orbital for transition metal complexes
(TM-T) and for QM7b-T as a function of the number of structures
the MOB-ML model was trained on.
leads to machine-learning methods with greater learning ef-
ficiency and transferability. Exploiting physical principles
like size consistency and energy invariances not only leads
to a conceptually more satisfying method, but it also leads
to substantial improvements in prediction errors for differ-
ent data sets covering total and relative energies for thermally
accessible organic and transition-metal containing molecules,
non-covalent interactions, and transition-state energies. With
the modifications presented in the current work, MOB-ML is
shown to be highly data efficient, which is important due to
the high computational cost of generating reference correla-
tion energies. Only 1% of the QM7b-T data set (containing
organic molecules with seven and fewer heavy atoms) needs
to be drawn on to train a MOB-ML model which produces
on average chemically accurate total energies for the remain-
ing 99% of the data set. Without ever being trained to predict
relative energies, MOB-ML provides chemically accurate rel-
ative energies for QM7b-T when training on only 0.4% of the
QM7b-T molecules. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that
MOB-ML is not restricted to the organic chemistry space and
that we are able to apply our framework out-of-the box to de-
scribe a diverse set transition-metal complexes when training
on correlation energies for tens of molecules.
Beyond data efficiency, MOB-ML models are are shown
to be very transferable across chemical space. We demon-
strate this transferability by training a MOB-ML model on
QM7b-T and predicting energies for a set of molecules with
thirteen heavy atoms (GDB13-T). We obtain the best result
for GDB13-T reported to date despite only training on 3% of
QM7b-T. The successful transferability of MOB-ML is shown
to result from its recasting of a typical extrapolation task (i.e.,
larger molecules) into an interpolation task (i.e., by predicting
on the basis of size-intensive orbital-pair contributions). Even
when MOB-ML enters an extrapolative regime as identified
by a large Gaussian process variance, accurate results can be
obtained; for example, we predict the transition-state energy
for the proton transfer in malonaldehyde and interaction en-
ergies in the protein backbone-backbone interaction data set
to chemical accuracy without training on transition-state-like
data or non-covalent interactions, respectively. In this case,
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the uncertainty estimates also offer a clear avenue for ac-
tive learning strategies which can further improve the model
performance. Active learning offers an attractive way to re-
duce the number of expensive reference calculations further
by picking the most informative molecules to be included in
the training set. This provides a general recipe how to evolve
a MOB-ML model to describe new regions of chemical space
with minimal effort.
Future work will focus on the expansion of MOB-ML to
cover more of chemical space. Specifically, particular areas
of focus include open-shell systems and electronically excited
states. Physical insight from exact conditions in electronic
structure theory64 will continue to guide the development of
the method, with the aim of providing a machine-learning ap-
proach for energies and properties of arbitrary molecules with
controlled error.
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